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Context
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Annotation : from raw data to knowledge
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Annotation platform AGMIAL1

Implements a particular annotation strategy

Facilitates data management

Allows data visualization (multi-scale genome exploration) Fig

Permits complex queries and data integration

1http ://genome.jouy.inra.fr/agmial
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In summary

Low level tasks left to the computer

High level task (annotation) better left to the human expert but

The human supervision is the bottleneck of the annotation
process

1 experienced user : 12 months

3/4 relatively inexperienced annotators : 18-24 months
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Project motivation
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Goal

1 improve the productivity of annotators

2 improve the consistency of annotations

annotation is suggested by rules learnt automatically

biologists decide the final annotation

semi-automatic system for functional annotation

we do not want the system to be a black box !
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Data
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Genomes

Lactobacillus sakei 1883 proteins

Lactobacillus bulgaricus 1562 proteins

protein function : deoxyribonucleoside synthesis operon
transcriptional regulator

Subtilist class : 3.5.3 Tree

Hierarchical membership : x ∈ 3.5.3 =⇒ x ∈ 3.5 =⇒ x ∈ 3
Biologists can choose a node of the tree, e.g., 3.5
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Annotation in a nutshell
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Annotation rules

Two categories of method

methods that provide information about protein characteristics

characteristic(Q)
PI(Q) isoelectric point
MM(Q) molecular mass
TM(Q) number of transmembrane segments
Localisation(Q) cellular localisation

methods that provide a relationship (homology relationship)
methodAnnotation(Q,T,P)
at least P % proteins similar to Q have the Annotation term T
blastmatchGo(Q,GO :0006810 :transport,0.6)
blastmatchSw(Q,lipoprotein,0.8)
pfamHMMmatchSw(Q,transcription,0.9)
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Machine learning techniques
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Problem to be solved

classification : supervised learning
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Inductive Logic Programming framework Tilde

relational learning system from the ILP community2

based on first-order logical decision trees.
blastmatchGo(Q,GO :0006810 :transport,p) p > 0.6
uses top down induction of decision trees
allows discretization of descriptors

protein classes are predicted level by level
8 trees : 1 first level, 3 second level and 4 third level.
predictions are hierarchical : x ∈ 3.5.3 =⇒ x ∈ 3.5 =⇒ x ∈ 3

2Blockeel and Raedt,Artificial Intelligence, (1998) 101, 285
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Relational data→ attribute-value data

No more relational information !
Description of each protein with

list of binary attributes : GO, SW and pfamHMM keywords
list of numerical values : isoelectric point, molecular mass, number
of transmembrane segments

For example, protein 731 of L. Bulga. previoulsy described by :
blastmatchGo(ebu731,’GO :0016740transferase activity’,0.5).
blastmatchGo(ebu731,’GO :0009058biosynthesis’,1.0).
blastmatchSw(ebu731,’Transferase’,0.5).
pfamHMM(ebu731,’IPR001296’).
pI(ebu731,5.61).
mm(ebu731,39 659).
segments_trans(ebu731,1).

will be described by :
4 boolean attributes (2 Go terms, 1 SW and 1 pfamHMM keywords)
3 numerical attributes (pI, mm and segment_trans).

This new description allows to use attribute-value algorithms, but
implies lost of information.
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Multilabel probabilistic decision-tree

Hierarchical multilabel classification tree :
An example can belong to several classes
Hierarchical membership : x ∈ 3.5.3 =⇒ x ∈ 3.5 =⇒ x ∈ 3

A leaf is a vector of classes :
3 (90%) 2 (10%) | 3.1 (85%) 3.2 (15%)

Algo Clus-HMC3 designed to take into account class hierarchy.
minimization of the average variance and weighted Euclidean
distance to compare 2 partitions of data.
distance takes into account the depth of the class in the hierarchy.

3Blockeel et al. In PKDD’06, (2006), 18
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Evaluation measures
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Hierarchical evaluation measures

Kiritchenko et al., In Canadian conference on AI. p.395, 2006

1 gives credit to partially correct classification
2 punishes distant errors more heavily
3 punishes errors at higher levels of the hierarchy more heavily

hierarchical precision : hP =
n+

p

n+
p +n−p

hierarchical recall : hR =
n+

p

n+
p +n?

p

hierarchical F score : hFβ = (β2+1).hP.hR
β2.hP+hR .

fraction of predicted proteins : pr = np/n Fig
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Results
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Prediction parameters

Protein distributions at the 1st level of the functional hierarchy.
Classes

Organism 1 2 3
P

L.sakei 162/367 215/349 226/377 603/1093
L.bulgaricus 176/449 190/315 230/381 596/1145

a/b : a is the number of proteins with at least one highly similar (percentage of identical

residues greater than 60%) protein with a GO-term descriptor and a swissprot keyword

and an pfamHMM domain, b is the number of proteins considered.

Minimal number of proteins in a leaf ≥ 8 (to avoid overfitting).

Threshold : class is predicted only if it represents ≥ 75% of the
examples observed in a leaf at the training stage. Fig.
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Results for a 75% threshold

Learn Test Method hP hR hF pr
L.bulga.
+ L.sakei

3-CV
Multilabel 86.6% 52.2% 65.1% 73.7%

TILDE 86.7% 51.9% 64.9% 76.4%

L.sakei L.bulga.
Multilabel 85.3% 47.4% 60.9% 72.2%

TILDE 82.6% 44.5% 57.9% 96.8%

L.bulga. L.sakei
Multilabel 80.5% 52.7% 63.7% 78.1%

TILDE 85.9% 65.2% 74.1% 96.9%
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Multilabel probabilistic decision tree
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TILDE decision trees
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Example of rule : protein 1739 of L sakei

Expert annotation
Function : DNA directed RNA polymerase, alpha subunit
Functional hierarchy class : 3.5.3

TILDE rules
First level tree :

if not blastmatchGo(A, transport, C, D), D > 0.6
and not blastmatchGo(A, cell cycle, E, F), F > 0.6
and not blastmatchGo(A, ATPase activity, G, H), H > 0.6
and not blastmatchGo(A, translation, I, J)
and blastmatchGo(A, DNA binding, K, L), L > 0.6
then 3 (pr : 0.98)

Second level tree :
if not blastmatchGo(A, translation, C, D)
and blastmatchGo(A, transcription, E, F), F > 0.037
then 3.5 (pr : 0.97)

Third level tree :
if blastmatchGo(A, transferase activity, C, D)
then 3.5.3 (pr : 0.50) < −− less than threshold 75%
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Example of rule : protein 1739 of L sakei

Expert annotation
Function : DNA directed RNA polymerase, alpha subunit
Functional hierarchy class : 3.5.3

Multilabel probabilistic decision tree rule
if not GO : translation
and not GO : transport
and G0 : transcription
and GO : transferase activity
then classes 3 (pr : 0.70) ; 3.5 (pr : 0.70) ; 3.5.3 (pr : 0.40)

disregarded because pr < 0.75
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Perspectives
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Conclusions – perspectives

good precision and high prediction rate

post-processing of trees to remove the redundancy and increase
readability

combine both approaches (TILDE - MULTILABEL)

learn new trees based on a richer set of descriptors

applying it to other genomes (F. psychrophilum)

applying it to other hierarchical classifications (MIPS genomes)

thorough analysis of the rules by annotation experts

extend AGMIAL interface to include the rules
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Thank you for your attention.
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Subtilist functional hierarchy

1 Cell envelope and cellular processes

2 Intermediary metabolism

3 Information pathways

4 Other functions

5 Proteins of unknown function that are similar to other proteins

6 Protein of unknown function, without similarity to other proteins
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boxed classes = annotation, filled classes = prediction
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Influence of threshold on hierarchical precision
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Influence of threshold on hierarchical recall
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Influence of threshold on hierarchical F score
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